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DISCLAIMER AND GUARANTEE 

Vanita Warren, DBA as KSI Genealogy (KSIGen), guarantees she will use her best efforts 

and years of experience to provide you with excellent and skilled assistance researching your 

family history. Nevertheless, because every individual's family history is unique, it is not possible 

to guarantee results or that a certain sum of money will provide you with a certain number of 

ancestors found or documents. According to the Association of Professional Genealogists, of 

which Vanita Warren is a member; "A professional should make no guarantee about finding the 

information you seek, and cannot predict the time it will take to prove relationships or discover 

details you need. It is important to remember that you will be paying the professional for his or 

her time and expertise.” Thus, it will never be known exactly what historical records hold for your 

family until time is spent researching, finding, and studying the records. 

Much of the information researched is from secondary sources, such as the U.S. Census 

Bureau. These sources are used as clues, rather than actual facts; until which time they are verified 

by primary sources, such as actual birth and death certificates. In addition, family oral traditions 

and even stories published in local histories, often contain inaccuracies. The information may be 

close, but not completely accurate. All pertinent information on descendants and/or ancestors 

should be verified, as much as possible, with other records, both public and private, before 

accepting any such information as 100% correct. 

Vanita Warren, DBA as KSI Genealogy assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of the 

information presented, other than the applicable source citations and primary evidence obtained. 

Applicable source information is included with each individual. Every effort is made to be sure 

the information is correct; or at least as accurate as possible according to the resources available. 

KSI Genealogy attempts to gather information from credible databases. Following analysis, certain 

assumptions are made that the information is as accurate as possible. Still, errors can and will 

occur. Please send an email to KSI Genealogy at MyRoots2Me@outlook.com if you discover a 

verified inaccuracy. 

Thank for allowing KSI Genealogy to serve you. 

 

 

 

 

 

Information herein may not be published in any format without written permission from Vanita 

Warren, DBA as KSI Genealogy, and the person who requested this genealogy research. 
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